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1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach space and A be a densely
defined, closed linear operator in X satisfying
(1) the resolvent set p(-A) of --A contains the non-negative real
axis and
( 2 ) 112(2 +A)- =<M for
or equivalently,
( 2 ) 2(2 +A)- _<M for
holds, where M,M and are some positive constants independent of,. As is well known, the fractional power A", 0<a< 1 of A is defined
through

( a ) A-"--- 1--
2i

where F runs in p(A) from ce- to ce (=-w<_t=<) avoiding the
non-positive real axis.

The purpose of the present paper is to describe a criterion for the
width of the domain D(A) of A, and then apply it to an evolution
equation o parabolic type"

du(t)/dt+A(t)u(t)--f(t), O<_t<_T.

2. Basic theorem. We denote by D(A.), 0<a<l the set of all

X such that 2"-A(2--A)-xd2 is absolutely convergent and define
J/,

a linear operator A by

4 ) A.x= l__ f a"-IA(a-A)-xda, x e D(A.).(
2i d

In view o (3) it is evident hat D(A) is contained in D(A.), Oa1.
Lemma. I/ x X and
A(+A)-x, larglgo is uniformly 5ounded /or some(5)

then x e D(A") and A"x=A.x for any c with 0<< ft.
Proof. Clearly x e D(A.), 0<</3 and (4) holds good.

1 a_(a_A)_xdaA-A-"A.x=A-"A-A.x=A- 2i- r

=A-.A.-x=A-x,

From

it follows that A-"A.x=x, which implies that x e D(A") and A"x=A.x.
Theorem. Let A be a densely defined, closed linear operator saris-
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lying (1) and (2). In order that an x e X belong to D(A) and

Ax-- l- -A(2--A)-xd2
2i

hold for some 0al, it is necessary and sucient that
(5) 2A(2+A)-x, >0 is uniformly bounded for some fl with

Proof. The necessity. A simple calculation shows that
II2A-A(+A)-I], 0 is bounded. Hence if x e D(A), 0al, then
(5) holds with/=a.

The suciency. If an x eX satisfies (5) with 0<_1, it also
satisfies (5) with some small >0. Therefore by Lemma we conclude
that x e D(A) and Ax=Ax for 0/. Q.E.D.

Remark. In the above we have proved that
D(A) D(A) B D(A) D(A) B

as long as 0 a/ 1, where B, 0/_1 is the set of x e X which
satisfy (5) or equivalently (5) or some small 0.

3. Application. In this section we consider a system A(t), t e
[0, T] o densely defined closed linear operators satisfying (1) and (2)
(or (2)) with M (M and ) independent of t. We assume that A(t)-is strongly continuously differentiable in t e [0, T].

Proposition. Under the above assumptions the followings are
equivalent"

(6) the range R(-A(t)-) of-A(t)- is included with D(A(t)) and

some 0<p__<l.
Remark, It. Tanabe [2] constructed the solution to the evolution

equation
( 8 ) du(t)/dt+A(t)u(t)=f(t), O<=t<__T
by assuming /2 (parabolicity) and (6). Recently A. Yagi [3] con-
structed the solution of (8) under the assumption (7) instead of (6).
But his method, which makes no explicit use of the ractional power
of A(t), is new and seriously interesting for the author.

Proof of Proposition. The implication (6)-.(7) is clear. For the
proof o (7)-.(6) we apply the lemma stated above to know that
d .A(t)_x, x e X belongs to D(A(t)) for any Opp and that the inte-
dt
gral

A(t)-A(t)-x=-2il r 2-A(t)(--A(t))-xd



is absolutely convergent uniformly in t e [0, T].
4. Example. Finally we deal with an example of A(t), t e [0, T].

Let A(t) be for each t e [0, T] the associated operator with a regular
elliptic boundary value problem (A(t, x D), {B(t, x; D)}, G) of order
2m in R, where

G R, D (/x)... (/x),
A(t, x; D)= a(t, x)D, B(t, x; D)= b(t, x)D,
0m2m--1, ]=1, ...,m.

For the details we refer the reader to S. Agmon [1]. A(t) is defined
as usual by (A(t)u)(x)=A(t, x D)u(x) or any u e D(A(t)), the set of all
u e W(G) such that B(t, x; D)u(x)=O, x e G, ]=1, ..., m. We sup-
pose on (A(t, x ;D), {B(t, x D)}, G) Agmon’s condition 2or8 e (--80, 80),
which furnishes A(t) with the ollowing property" p(-A(t)) includes
sector ]arg2]--o, [2C, where

(9) C 2+A(t, ;D) u + Z Il-’/llgll+Z llgll-,,,

9()=B(, ; D)u(), OG, j:1, ..., m
holds or ny u W(G).

We will prove here wih he id
A(), [0, ] eaies (6) i[
(10) (, ), alZm D(, ), ]]m, lr]2m--m, j=l, ..., m
ae oninuout diereniabte in

I is no diffieul o verifyh
biliy o A()- in [0, T] ollows rom (10). We replee A()+I by
A() for a suitable number k if necessary. Putting

u(t)=A(t)-g, v(t)=2(2+A(t))-du(t)/dt
for any g e L(G), we have

0 b z))D(t,
aking use o (9) we have

c 1+ 121-,/ Ilu(t)ll,c 1+ 121-/ Ilgll

for any t e [0, T] and with larg2]--Oo, ]2]C, where, as in (9), we
use C to denote a positive constant independent of t and 2. But
B(t, x;D) is, if m=0, considered to be the identity operator and hence
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we obtain

(11) d L,aL,O

_-<C(’’-+ ,[-/).
Clearly (11) implies (7) with w=--00 and

fMin (m/2m) ((m, ..., m)(0, ..., 0)),

P=/s* 1 ((m, ., m)=(0, ., 0)).
Thnks to the above proposition, we have proved that (6) is valid

or our A(t), t e [0, T] with any positive p<p; p:l/2mp, p>l or
example.
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